
Superlux HD662-EVO

The Superlux HD662-EVO has a similar appearance as the HD681-EVO and is probably while it is called EVO as well.
It has better (more modern looks) than the original HD662. In that aspect it certainly is an evolution.

The cable on the EVO is detachable, which is an improvement over the original HD662 
which had a non removable long cable. They are available in black and white.
It comes with a 3 meter and a 1 meter cable which can also be combined to create an 
even longer cable. Also a clip is included so you can fix the headphone plug to the cord 
and can't pull it out any more. Personally a find the removable cable just fine as it is. It 
doesn't come off easily and when the wire gets caught it unplugs itself.
Alas, the cable is microphonic. This means that
mechanical contact sounds, when the cable rubs
against clothes for instance, are transferred to the
cups and can be heard during quiet passages and
silence.
This headphone also comes with gold-plated 3.5 to
6.3mm TRS jack connector. A soft carrying pouch is
also included.

Another pleasant addition in the box is an extra set
of velours pads. 
Stock the HD662-EVO comes with pleather pads

already mounted. The pleather (fake, vinyl based leather) is much softer and more
compliant than the original HD662 pads. Another welcome improvement !

The headband has a thin layer of rubber on the underside with 'air filled cushions'. It is a
bit more friendly to follicularly challenged heads (like mine) than the hard plastic one on
the original HD662. 
The shiny surface of the headphone parts, fortunately, are not a fingerprint magnets but
scratches will be quite visible. Looks-wise it seems to be targeted at younger people or the classier looking Hi-Fi market 
though.

There are no L/R markings for the non visual impaired users. Braille markings for Land R are present though.
However, when you hold the headphone in front of you and you can read the embossed word 'Superlux' on the top of the 
headband (wire on the left side) you have it in the correct orientation, left, right wise in any case.

The impedance is around 36 which is excellent for connecting it to portable equipment. 
It has large 50mm drivers which appear to differ from the older drivers. 
The original HD662 membrane has a different colour and had a sticker covering almost 
¼ of the driver with 'acoustic damper, please do not remove' written on it.
The HD662-EVO driver (shown on the right) has a 3mm thick felt disc in front of the driver which 
is glued on the driver around the edge. 

The efficiency is somewhat higher than that of the HD681-EVO so it plays slightly louder on the 
same volume setting, that is when comparing both after modifications.
It plays loud enough from most portable devices  such as mobile phones and small players.

The attenuation from outside noises is somewhat better than that of the HD681-EVO. The latter is semi-closed and thus 
partly open due to 'ports'. The HD662 is fully closed. Still some outside noises leak through via the pads.

The clamping force is just right, it doesn't clamp hard but also stays put when moving your head.

They are a bit cheap plastic looking/feeling. The steel rods connecting the ear-cups are thinner and can be bent and twisted 
more easily than those of the original HD662. Even though it does have a cheapish look about it  you can bend the 
headphone in all kinds of positions and it always comes back in the original position (within limits of course).
The headphone seems sturdier than it appears to be based on its looks. I don't think it will break or have parts break off.

In the end it is always about the comfort and sound. The comfort part is excellent ! NO complaints there.
The sound is 'impressive' on first listen. 
Note: this headphone wasn't 'burned-in' before listening and testing and was received new in box. Previous experiments with
newer Superlux headphones had shown that the headphones did not change audibly over time so assume this one doesn't 
either. I am sure some small changes occur during the first few minutes but doubt about audibility of such minor changes.

Where the HD681-EVO (in stock condition) was VERY bassy and dark the HD662-EVO is much more clearer sounding.
It's like having a sub-woofer strapped to your head. For most the sound will be 'balanced' with a tout bass.
The strong bass is deep (reaches lower than HD681-EVO) but where the HD681-EVO sounds overly warm and bassy with 
subdued treble this one is much clearer without too much treble (so not splashy, sharp or sibilant).

The bass is somewhat dis-attached from the mids. This has the advantage of the bass not bleeding into the mids but also 
removes 'warmth' from voices and 'cohesion' in that important part of the frequency range. This makes the voices stand out a
bit too unnatural (artificially overly 'clear') thus instruments and voices sound a bit too 'forward' without being too loud. 
The treble gives the headphone a detailed sound. 
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Measurements of the stock HD662-EVO

The version described earlier, which had a sharp edge in the treble' was a pre-production sample I received from Superlux 
directly. The production version differs in that it doesn't have the sharp treble the pre-production model had.
The only difference is the 3mm thick felt disc (the same one as used on the HD681-EVO) which is glued in front of the driver.
During the evaluation  and modification of the HD681-EVO it was clear the felt is there to remove the treble peak. It also 
removes the top end extension and 'openness' as well as the sense of 'air' a bit too much.
In the HD681-EVO the felt was completely removed and replaced with an electronic filter circuit (like in the modified original 
HD681). 
As an alternative to a filter (the HD681-EVO didn't need as much filtering as the original HD681) the felt disc can be cut in 
half and only one half is glued back onto the driver.

Another 'side-effect' of the felt disc is that the space between the driver and ear also is 3mm less. This could well make the 
difference with touching or not touching the driver with your pinnae.

Removing the felt disc takes some slight effort and guts. It is only glued around its edge and can be pried off. 
Once removed you end up with the same looks as the pre-production model I tested earlier.
Let's see what the effect of this felt disc is. Measurement time !

That doesn't look bad. Notice it reaches 10Hz. When one realizes 30-40Hz is about as low as we can hear a tone than it is 
obvious those subbass notes are elevated by approx 8dB. Still... the extension even below that still adds to the overall 
experience. There is a small dip around 250Hz. (don't mind the wiggles from 60 to 100Hz) of -5dB.
This 'disconnects' the bass somewhat from the rest of the music. Having a small dip there is preferred over having a peak 
there. A peak at that frequency range results in murky bass bleeding into the mids. 
Still... a smooth transition between 100Hz and 1kHz would have been more desirable as that would make the sound more 
'cohesive', as in the bass not being 'separated' from the rest of the music. 

A small rising in frequency response between 200Hz and 1kHz creates 'forward' and 'open' sounding mids.
In terms of linearity of frequency response of his headphone is relatively 'flat' from 300Hz to 7kHz compared to lots of other 
headphones around. The small dip around 3.5kHz isn't perceived as such nor very audible. 
The distortion at that frequency section does increase substantially (as can be seen further down this article) and is audible 
with some recordings the headphone sound slightly more 'rough' compared to more expensive headphones (think flagships).
For well made recordings it doesn't sound 'rough' at all though, but nice and smooth.

The small and narrow peak around 9kHz also can give the 'shimmer' of cymbals a very slight 'edge' but in most recordings it 
will go unnoticed,. Certainly when you aren't aware of the small peak, or know how the treble sounds on better (read some 
MUCH more expensive) headphones.

Above 11kHz the upper treble extension drops 5dB. This doesn't appear to be that problematic and isn't but it has a similar 
effect as pulling down the 16 kHz slider of an equalizer by 5dB.
This removes something from the 'airy' sound making the nice 'shimmer' on cymbals slightly less appealing and real.
Still.. just -5dB is better than most equally priced headphones that tend to drop-off steeply beyond 13kHz or so.

Do note that the graphs here go from 10Hz to 30kHz where plots elsewhere go from 20Hz to 20kHz. 
A drop-off above 20kHz isn't really audible but one should realise that many people feel their DAC and recordings should be 
able to reach at least 50Kz should know that there isn't much 'life' in most headphones above 20kHz.
A few exceptions exist though, check out the various measurements on the website for this (link below) 
https://diyaudioheaven.wordpress.com/headphones/measurements/
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Analysis

Below a frequency response plot of the same channel with the felt in front of the driver and with the felt removed.

The effect of the felt is quite obvious. The felt disc causes a slight reduction (few dB) 
between 200Hz and 1kHz but is most effective above 6kHz. Around 20kHz (who can actually
hear that high up ?) the reduction is more than 10dB.
Removing the felt makes the sound much more 'detailed' but also gives most recordings a 
sharp edge.
The seemingly more detailed (fake detail) sound is also quite tiring after a while. 
Listening fatigue and some slight sibilance (overly pronounced 'S' sounds) are 
consequences of removing the felt disc. 

As the pre-production model that was evaluated earlier did not have this felt disc it was too 'treble happy'. 
To check if other changes were made to the production model below a comparative plot between the pre-production model 
and the (bought at Thomann) production model. Left channel only.

The plots are quite similar. Do note that the dip around 250Hz is already 5 dB smaller that that of the pre-production model.
Everything above 500Hz is actually quite similar. 
Bass integration of the production model is better than in the pre-production model where the mids had a weird sound to 
them. The mids where much too 'clear/thin' and lacked more warmth and sounded much more 'dis-attached' than the 
production model which still has some of those effects though noticeably less.
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Below the distortion plot of the HD662-EVO without felt disc (on the left) and the stock HD662-EVO (on the right).

The bass distortion (around 50Hz) is reaching 1 %. This isn't top level but there are many other headphones around with 
distortion levels of well over 10%. Forget the sharp spikes at 40Hz and 60Hz these are not there in reality.
At 100Hz the 2nd harmonic distortion is already down to 0.2%. Higher harmonics drop below 0.02% above 200Hz. 
This means the harmonics there are at least 70dB below the fundamental. When listening at a loud SPL (say 90dB) the 
harmonics will already be below the audible limit.

Something that is more worrying is the distortion spike at 4kHz. The sharp dip and peak at that frequency shows less than 
desirable behaviour of the driver.  The distortion peaks reach 3%. This is audible. 
The average  amount of 2nd harmonic distortion just around 0.2% isn't alarmingly high nor desirably low. 
For a headphone in this price class (around $ 40.-) it is quite acceptable. Flagship headphones will have lower distortion 
levels.
 

2nd harmonic distortion isn't perceived as 'distortion' like in the sense of degraded sound when well below 1%. The reason for
that is that all instruments/voices have much higher levels of 2nd harmonics by itself which mask the harmonics generated by 
the headphone itself. Levels above a few percent can be perceived as a slight 'roughness' or a less 'smooth' sound.

The felt disc doesn't appear to have much influence on the distortion below 1kHz except around150Hz where the felt 
appears to increase distortion slightly. Distortion levels above 2kHz are slightly improved.

Below the distortion plot of the HD662-EVO without felt disc (on the left) and the pre-production HD662-EVO (on the right).
Quite similar in behaviour except the pre-prod model has higher (almost 10%) distortion at 4kHz.

Below the CSD plots of the stock (with felt disc) HD662-EVO  Left channel and Right channel are superimposed.

The problems at 4kHz are visible but aren't ringing. The peak at 9kHz is obvious a resonance issue but also not ringing too 
long.
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Squarewave and impulse response differences between the HD662 without felt disc (on the left) and with the felt disc (on the
right. 

40Hz square-wave HD662-EVO (no felt)       40Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO 
note: the measured levels were clipping note: the levels were halved to fit in the screen

        440Hz square-wave HD662-EVO (no felt)       440Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO 

 

   

             100s impulse HD662-EVO (no felt)      100s impulse stockHD662-EVO 

The felt clearly has a dampening influence on the driver. Ringing is less severe and shorter lived.

Measurements on the following pages are all made using the pre-production model which doesn't differ from the current 
model once the felt has been removed.
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The good news is that Superlux provides both pleather and velours pads with this headphone. This is seldom seen in this 
price class. In most cases there are quite some differences in tonal balance between pleather pads and velours pads.
Below the differences in frequency response between a HD662-EVO with the felt discs removed using pleather pads and 
with velour pads.

The mids and treble part is the same. Bass and subbass levels are about 3dB lower with velour pads. From 250Hz to over 
20kHz the behaviour is very similar. 

Below the CSD (Waterfall plot) of the HD662-EVO without the felt disc and with stock pleather pads, left and right are 
superimposed.

The CSD is quite 'messy' and the treble peaks are peaking above the plot. There is ringing visible at 1.5kHz, 4kHz and 
around 8kHz.  

Below the Spectrum plot which is more or less a waterfall plot but looked at from the top where the level is colour coded with 
the time progressing to the top of the plot. In the CSD the time-scale is 5ms, in the plot below the time scale is 50ms.

In this plot the ringing at 1.5kHz is more obvious. 
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Many people may still be quite happy with the stock sound. Lots of bass, mids that 'stand out' and don't sound 'muffled'. 
Treble with a a good level of presence and 'detail' and reasonably wide stereo image.
The bass won't be a problem and sounds good albeit slightly north of neutral which is welcome to most listeners. 
The mids are a bit to 'midrangy' and lack warmth, cohesion and subtleties. The treble is decent but lacks upper end 
extension which reveals itself mostly in cymbals. Without the felt disc the treble can be downright nasty and sibilant with 
lesser recordings and/or music with lots of treble in it.
Fortunately the drivers themselves have lots of potential to satisfy the audiophile that doesn't want to stretch their wallets.
This is where Superlux has the edge over many other manufacturers 
with some of their headphones (HD681-EVO for instance)

The first thing that needs to be done is lowering the amount of treble in such
a way that sibilance is removed and see if other materials than the 3mm thick
felt can be used.

Various materials were tried and measured.
Synthetic felt, paper handkerchief paper,
paper kitchen towel, coffee filter and the
foam disc itself which is found in front of the
driver.

Below a plot showing the effect all these materials have on the frequency response.

No front foam, without felt disc, 2mm thick synthetic felt, paper handkerchief, coffee filter, 2 plies of toilet paper
With different materials various amounts of treble attenuation can be reached. It's just a question of picking the right 
materials.
On the following papers some comparisons between different materials used and the stock HD662-EVO.
The coffee filter completely removes the treble peak but also treble extension. Two plies of soft (3ply) toilet paper seems to 
lower the treble peak to similar amounts as the 3mm felt disc but doesn't affect the upper treble as much as the 3mm thick 
felt does. Another bonus is that the distance between the ear and driver is 3mm bigger which may make the difference 
between pinnae touching the driver or not.

The front foam not only protects the driver from dust, dirt and hairs but also seems to have a dampening effect.
In these experiments the front foam is always used combined with the paper materials.
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Various tests results

        no felt disc + foam disc versus no foam disc.                      no felt disc versus 2mm thick synthetic felt.

           no felt disc versus 3 plies of paper handkerchief (tissue)      no felt disc versus (paper) paper towel

          

no felt disc versus coffee filter             tissue / handkerchief versus paper towel        

The paper handkerchief (tissue) and paper towel lower the treble by a good 5dB. There is hardly any difference between the 
paper towel and the paper handkerchief. The coffee filter manages to reduce the treble by 10dB. 
The 2 mm thick synthetic felt has almost no effect at all. Just a small difference with the stock foam disc.

When listening to these various materials it became obvious that the coffee filter was too much. The treble became boring, a 
bit rough and had lost dynamics and sparkle. The felt didn't give much treble attenuation at all but removed 'air' a bit too 
much. The paper towel and handkerchiefs (or 2 plies of soft (3 ply) toilet paper) seems to perform as desired.
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When the bass is lowered a bit the tonal balance becomes a bit better.
One (not the best) way to lower the bass is by adding damping materials
to the rear of the magnet. To do this the cups must be opened up.

The inside of the cups is shown on the right. There are no damping
materials on the cups nor on the baffle. 6 holes are visible which are
covered with some kind of dense black paper on the front side. These
holes are there to reflect a certain part of the frequency spectrum back to
the front to equalize the frequency response and to make the bass
response less seal dependent.

2mm thick felt was placed in the cups, right behind the driver.
This 'blocked' the little hole in the magnet and altered the damping of the
driver in an undesirable way. There simply isn't enough free space behind the driver.

  

stock versus felt behind the driver             stock versus felt behind the driver versus felt in the recessed area

The bass was lowered but the subbass remained. The rising FR between 100Hz and 1kHz (almost 10dB) proved to be a 
huge disappointment. The mids became shrill and devoid of any warmth. Bass levels were way too low as well, only deep 
rumbles were still heard. Clearly this was too much damping. In order to avoid higher frequencies from reflecting to the 
cups back to the driver membrane felt was only applied in the deeper (recessed) area of the cup on both sides. (see picture 
on page 13). The felt strips didn't seem to do anything measurable nor appeared very audible so there doesn't seem to be a 
real need to open up the cups for this modification. Of course, playing around with different amounts of wool, cotton or other 
materials behind the driver are still an option and could yield results between the felt and nothing.

Then there are the 6 holes (ports) to play with. 
To determine what effect they have the ports were 
sealed off using thick plastic tape.
On the left compared to a stock driver (no foam disc).
Sealing the ports resulted in a few dB more bass and 
about 5 dB less energy between 1kHz and 4kHz.
This is somewhat encouraging as the rising FR between
200Hz and 1kHz isn't really desirable. The mids aren't 
'warm' enough and sound dis-attached form the bass 
and are also slightly too 'accentuated'.

Of course some air needs to be able to pass through the
baffle so at least one hole should be 'open' to allow air 
the pressure to equalize between the cup side and the 
'ear chamber' side.

Some experimenting showed leaving 2 holes open (so 4
holes closed) gave the most desirable effect. Bass 
levels were barely higher and the area between 400Hz 
and 4kHz flattened out a bit effectively making the 

200Hz dip somewhat smaller and gave a more natural and 'integrated' mids with the bass.

To lower the bass just a few dB the velours pads can be used. Those are more comfortable and have a good effect on the 
amount of bass. unless you are a bass-head in which case the pleather pads may be more appealing.
Listening tests did show that the treble reduction with a (3-ply) paper handkerchief, reduced the amount of treble/sparkle/air 
a bit too much. Removing 1 ply (leaving 2 plies in place) proved to be optimal and yielded an excellent treble quality/quantity.
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Modifications

The final set of modifications are real easy to do and do not even require opening up the headphones.
All that is needed is to remove the pads, tape 4 holes shut, apply 2 plies of soft toilet paper or paper handkerchief and 
replace the pleather pads by the supplied velours pads.

Step 1: remove the pads. This is very easy to do. Simply pull the pads off gently.

step 2: Seal 4 of the 6 holes using sturdy tape. 
            You can find the positions of the
            holes by rubbing your finger over
            over the paper ring while gently
            pressing on it. You can feel the
            positions of the holes.

Step 3: cut out a piece (sheet) of soft toilet paper / handkerchief and remove enough
plies so there is only 2 plies of paper left. You can fine-tune the amount of treble to
your personal preference by adding or removing 1 ply. Use 3ply or 4 ply 'luxury' toilet
paper and cut out a circle of the same diameter as the foam disc. Pull the paper layers
apart gently so you end up with 3 or 4 VERY thin round single plies of paper. You can
experiment with the amount of plies to 'adjust' the treble levels to your taste. For me 2

plies gave the best result (slightly elevated
treble) but others may prefer 3 plies perhaps.

Step 4:  Put the foam disc on top of the paper and mount the velours pads.

This is what you will end up with:                                  ⇨
The improvement in sound quality can be called substantial.
It is clear that Superlux was able to improve their driver substantially.
The sound quality of this HD662-EVO (when modified this way) is
much higher than that of both the (stock and modified) HD681 as well
as the (stock and modified) HD681-EVO.
It is also MUCH higher than that of the HD685 and other models.

To me this is THE best sounding Superlux headphone yet.
Note: I didn't say THE best sounding headphone.
Once modified this (rather cheap) headphone does beat many, many
more expensive headphones in terms of overall sound quality.
I am truly impressed with its sound (once modified).
Of course it can't compete with TOTL headphones but it punches WELL ABOVE other headphones at this and higher price-
points for sure. If you are looking for some not expensive and fully closed and nice sounding headphones I can highly 
recommend this HD662-EVO … but some slight modifications are essential to make it sound 'Hi-Fi'.
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Modification results (measurements)

Frequency response of the modified (4 holes taped shut + toilet paper instead of 3mm felt) HD662-EVO, left, right.

Below the differences between the stock HD662-EVO with pleather pads and the modified HD662-EVO with velours pads

Excellent sub-bass extension, well below 10Hz !... The bass level is lowered by using velours pads. For those wanting 
somewhat more bass the pleather pads may be more satisfactory. 
Excellent bass response with a healthy, but small, boost that does not 'bleed' into the mids. This is partly because of the 
small dip around 200Hz. The dip just above 200Hz is effectively a few dB smaller because of the velours pads as well. 
The midrange has become much flatter and isn't sloping upwards any more. 
This results in MUCH better sounding mids that are very dynamic, have an excellent clarity and sound very 'lifelike'. Not 
overly warm nor bright. Just perfectly balanced.
The treble peaks have been completely removed by the 2 layers of tissue paper. What remains are excellent highs with a 
very nice sparkle and lots of air and smooth details. No sibilance, no fatigue, no shrill or harsh treble anywhere.

The sound of this modified headphone punches VERY much above its price point. All that needs to be added is some paper 
and 2 pieces of cello tape. It is hard to believe that it only takes 2 very minor alterations to improve this headphone.
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Distortion levels also have improved somewhat. On the left the stock HD662-EVO on the right the modified version.

Bass distortion around 50Hz increased slightly when modified but at these frequencies these levels of distortion (2%) aren't 
that audible. In the 100-200Hz area the distortion went down from 0.5% to 0.2%. 
The distortion between 500Hz and 2kHz also decreased from 0.2% to 0,1%. There still is a distortion peak around the 4kHz 
'problem area'. This is a driver issue. The distortion levels went from 5% to 2.5% which still is a sizeable improvement.

Below the CSD's from the stock version (on the left) versus the modified version (on the right) left, right superimposed.

Stock without 3mm felt disc modified

The part from 500Hz to 2kHz and the part above 4kHz shows substantial improvements. The 4kHz problems did not improve
that much.

Below the square-wave and impulse response plots of the stock HD662-EVO.

       40Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO                       440Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO    100s impulse stock HD662-EVO

Below the square-wave and impulse response plots of the modified HD662-EVO

           40Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO                       440Hz square-wave stock HD662-EVO    100s impulse stock HD662-EVO

Bass levels still a bit exaggerated but closer. 
The 440Hz shows a nice attack/speed and much less ringing. 
The impulse response is much improved, much less overshoot and doesn't ring nearly as much. 
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Below the spectrum plot of the stock HD662-EVO (without the felt disc).

The ringing around 1.5kHz is clearly visible. It takes 30ms before the level dropped 50dB. 
Also the 4kHz ringing takes about 10ms before reaching -50dB

Below the spectrum plot of the modified HD662-EVO. The 1.4kHz ringing is shortened considerably. 
The 4kHz ringing isn't much shorter though. The treble area above 7kHz did improve as well.

For those who are a little more daring and know how to solder there is one more modification that can be applied which also 
has a positive effect.
This requires opening the cups. There-in lies the little snag where having decent soldering skills might be needed.
The wires inside the cups are quite short and thus are limiting the distance you can lift the driver away from the cups.
Chances are you will rip off one or both wires from the driver. The driver wires are also glued onto the driver but still I 
managed to break off one of the wires from the driver whilst not using any force.

The cup modification consists of applying 'anti-reflective' materials on recessed part of the cups. In this case 2mm thick 
synthetic felt was used. It is glued to the cup using double sided tape but glue can also be used.

The anti-reflection felt also makes the amount of air behind the
driver a bit less which affects the amount of bass a tiny bit as well.
When you want a little less bass and to lower the 200Hz dip
somewhat you could put a little bit of 2mm thick open cell foam
behind the driver magnet but you will loose some of the impressive
bass as a result.
So this modification will only be interesting for those that feel it has
way too much bass.
Overdoing it will kill the bass so some experimenting may be
required.
The plots of this headphone are all made with felt inside the cups
but NOT behind the driver. So with felt applied as in the picture on
the right.
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Measurements of this modification.

Below the frequency response of the modified HD662-EVO with the following modifications: 
1: Felt disc removed and replaced with 2 plies of toilet paper.
2: 4 of the 6 holes in the baffle sealed off with 2 layers of 'box-tape' on the inside of the baffle.
3: 2mm thick felt taped (using doubled side tape) on the lower parts inside the cup.
4: Pleather pads used.

As can be seen the dip in the 250Hz area is gone in the later HD662-EVO version (the ones with the felt in front of the 
driver). Bass and mids integrate really well. No dis-attached bass and the mids sound slightly more 'real' and 'fuller'. The 
slightly lower SPL between 1.5kHz and 7kHz is a positive thing for many recordings that have a tendency to be shouty or 
shrill. Taping off the holes equalizes the mids. A slightly lower level usually makes these recordings sound more pleasant and
doesn't have a negative impact on well made recordings. TOTL headphone like the Sennheiser HD800 as well as many of 
the better orthodynamic headphones also have a slightly lower level in the same frequency range.
The toilet paper replacing the felt yields a similar narrow 9kHz peak as the 3mm felt disc has BUT doesn't make the upper 
treble extension drop-off by about 5dB resulting in better cymbals reproduction and sense of 'air'.

Below the difference between a modified HD662-EVO (velours pads) and the stock HD662-EVO (with felt disc)

This plot shows the bass boost is removed due to the felt inside the cups. If you like more bass this mod is not for you.
The dip around 250Hz is gone and instead of slowly rising frequency response between 200Hz and 3kHz the frequency 
response is slowly sloping downwards from 10Hz to 3kHz.
Because of this the mids are more neutral and slightly less 'bright'.
The difference in amount of upper treble (> 10kHz) is obvious.
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Pads also have some influence on the overall tonal balance.
Below the differences between a modified HD662-EVO with pleather pads and with velours pads.

The slightly raised sub-bass is lowered about 2dB when using velours pads and is now (audibly) on a 'flat' level. 
Still extending all the way down to 10Hz ! The treble also is slightly different, slightly smoother sounding.

Below the CSD of the stock HD662-EVO (with felt disc) on the left and the modified version on the right.

The ringing between 500Hz and 2kHz has somewhat improved. No substantial differences in the higher frequencies when it 
concerns ringing.

Below the distortion plots of the stock HD662-EVO (with felt disc) on the left and the modified version on the right.

The 2nd harmonic distortion didn't change much except for the area between 100Hz and 200Hz where the modified version is
somewhat better. Also the higher harmonics above 3kHz has substantially improved. 
The 3rd harmonic distortion between 50Hz and 200Hz is slightly worse due to a lesser amount of air inside the closed cups.

Summary

The sound quality of this (modified) HD662-EVO has improved from: 
Having a somewhat dis-attached but fun bass but lacking 'warmth' and 'cohesion'. Voices and instruments that stand out 
a bit 'unnatural' but having good clarity. Due to a slightly rolled off upper treble 'air' and 'cymbals' are slightly lacking 
realism. 

to: Realistic bass response with good subbass extension The midrange is improved (more cohesive), quite dynamic, has a
     good clarity and sounds very 'real'. Not 'warm' nor 'cold'. Just … properly balanced and fun. The treble is of good quality
     with a very nice sparkle and lots of air as well as sounding smooth and detailed. No sibilance, no fatigue, no shrill or
     harsh treble anywhere.   

Solderdude @ https://diyaudioheaven.wordpress.com/   
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